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Who Is the PLT Plus?
C A T H Y  L A U G H L I N

PLT PLUS & 
THE NEW STRATEGIC PLAN

     Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, members of the parish

had questions about why the Parish Leadership Team (PLT) was

limited to the parish staff, the school principal and the

deacon. In order to maximize the collaboration of the PLT with

the work of parish commissions, Fr. Kevin Huber invited the

commission chairpersons to serve on the PLT. Then a "plus" was

added to the original name! 

     The Parish Leadership Team Plus is a committee whose

role is to serve as an advisory and consultative body of the

pastor and parish leadership. Team members participate in

the formulation of a broad vision plan for the parish and

collaborate with the Parish Commissions. These members look

beyond their areas of expertise or responsibility in order to help

the pastor protect the good of the entire parish. This team

plays a critical role in the advancement of our vision to Be

Saints, Make Saints. 

     Late in 2020, the PLT Plus members under the direction of Fr.

Kevin Huber began to develop a new blueprint and guide for the

future, the Strategic Plan for 2021-2026.

     When the planning began we knew we wanted to build upon

the great work of the previous parish strategic plan (2015-

2020). The previous plan focused on the four parish priorities of

excellent faith formation, loving service, inspiring worship and

generous hospitality. The planning process allowed us to

assess the best of our parish and recognize areas of

opportunity for growth and sustainability. The information

gathered during the process helped us to create our plan that is

designed to encourage and guide us as we move forward

together.

     In this document you will find a summary of the plan, the full

plan will be available on our website in the future. Please take a

few minutes to read the plan and consider ways you can

implement the actions and achieve the goals we have outlined

to Be Saints, Make Saints.

Dear young people, let
yourselves be taken
over by the light of

Christ, and spread that
light wherever you are.

-St. John Paul II

Read about the highlighted 

 outcomes/objectives and priorities on the

following page. 
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OUTCOMES/OBJECTIVES

Within a year, a tool is

identified to define

parishioners’ needs

and possible

strategies to fulfill

those needs.

Twice a year the PLT Plus

offers four opportunities

for youth and young adults

to LIVE QAS. These

opportunities will

culminate in a Capstone

Project.

Annually, the

Hispanic and Anglo

community will

collaborate on a

project or initiative

related to the LIVE

QAS process. 

By the end of 2023

we anticipate a 25%

increase in those who

have taken the

Strengths Assessment

and participation in

Strengths Formation.  

By the end of 2022 we will

integrate volunteer recruitment

into the annual stewardship

cycle. By the end of 2023 we

will integrate a personal ask

approach which utilizes

Strengths.

Over a five-year

period we

anticipate a 25%

increase in the

number of parish

financial

supporters.

SUMMARY OF
STRATEGIC PLAN 
FOR 2021-2026
P A R I S H  L E A D E R S H I P  

T E A M  P L U S  

Our Strategic Plan centers

on four key priorities. 

Develop our youth and young

adults into disciples of Jesus

Christ. 

     Today, more than ever, there is

a need to focus on youth and

young adults in the Church.

Surveys report the dismal number

of 50 percent of millennial

Catholics now claiming no

religious identity. As Bishop

Robert Barron writes, "The

number one reason—iterated in

survey after survey—is that young

people are quitting the Church

because they don’t believe in the

teachings of classical

Christianity."*

     We don't want these numbers

to remain unchanged or worsen.

At Queen of All Saints we are

eager to connect with young

people and transform this

disheartening reality.

     In our first priority we've outlined

strategies for connecting with youth

and young adults in our parish

community. The strategies focus on

building a team, involving young

volunteers in the process, having fun

with volunteer engagement and

offering opportunities for growth. 

     This year's newsletter highlights

the youth and young adults of QAS,

illustrating the tremendous gifts

they offer us. 

Strengthen the relationship

between the Hispanic and Anglo

communities. 

     Our second priority aims to build

relationships with the Latino/Hispanic

community. What does this look like,

exactly? We'd like to share invitations

to ask for input from Hispanic

ministers, engage in volunteer

recruitment, offer Weekend

Experience opportunities to learn

about customs and traditions and

regularly thank members for their

contributions. 

     We would also like to move to

bilingual (English and Spanish)

communication. This would permeate

our ministries with opportunities for

language- learning, hiring bilingual

staff, including a member of the

Hispanic community on the PLT Plus, 

 and promotion of the QAS brand. 

Enhance membership engagement

and promote volunteerism at QAS. 

     Strategies for the third priority

begin with having a tangible goal in

mind. How much of an increase in

volunteers do we want to see? How

can we diversify recruited volunteers?

These questions lead us to consider

organizational involvement and

participation. 
      We will encourage "non-

volunteers" to become volunteers 

 through personal invitations, offering

opportunities to Religious Education

parents, and sharing about the variety

of commission and ministry

opportunities. 

     Our parish can employ formation

resources like the Saints Academy,

Strengths Assessments, Faith Coaches,

and communication tools like the

homily, bulletin, website and Flocknote

weekly email . Each initiative involves

prioritizing regular volunteer

recognition and increasing retention.

Cultivate a Culture of Stewardship

to promote giving sacrificially. 

     Finally, our fourth priority centers on

increasing giving and the donor pool.

With this outreach, we will boost our

expressions of gratitude! Efforts will

expand through written letters, donor

displays and annual recognition

events.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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